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Abstract

This paper gives a brief overview of our experimen-
tal work using groups of robots using simple forms
of communication to perform cooperative tasks. We
describe three sets of robot experiments using simple
cmnmunication strategies to augment fimited sensing
and effectors. Ill the first set, a group of robots used
connnunication to learn social rules. In the second
set, communication was used to compensate for lim-
ited sensing on individual robots in order to cooperate
on pushing a large box. Finally, in the third set, of ex-
periments, the same two robots learned a simple com-
munication protocol that enables them to push the
box. In all three cases the communication strategies
are implemented as simple behaviors easily incorpo-
rated into the robots’ behavior-based controllers.

Introduction

Our work is motivated by the problem of learning
through social interaction with one or more agents.
The goal of the work described here was to study the
role of communication in parallel learning of coopera-
tive behaviors. This paper gives a brief overview of our
experimental work using groups of robots using simple
forms of communication to perform cooperative tasks.

We describe three sets of robot experiments using
simple communication strategies to augment limited
sensing and effectors. In the first set, a group of robots
used communication to learn social rules in order to
minilnize interference within the group. In the second
set, connnunication was used to compensate for limited
sensing on individual robots in order to cooperate on
pushing a large box. In the third set of experiments,
the same two robots learned a simple communication
protocol that enables them to coordinate the joint box
pushing process.

In all of the experimental domains the communica-
tion strategies were implemented as simple message-
broadcasting and receiving behaviors that were eas-
ily incorporated into the robots’ behavior-based con-
trollers. The knowledge built into the behaviors, aug-

mented with the information communicated between
the robots, allowed for demonstrating robust coordi-
nated group behaviors without the use of centralized
or hierarchical control. The next three section describe
each set of experiments in turn.

Learning Social Rules

Interference, any influence that opposes or blocks the
agents’ goal-driven behavior, is one of the main chal-
lenges in group and social environments. In societies
consisting of agents with similar goals, interference
manifests itself as competition for shared resources. In
diverse societies, where agents’ goals differ, more com-
plex conflicts can persist between agents, including un-
doing of each other’s work, deadlocks, and oscillations
(Matari6 1994a).

Social rules that minimize interference among agents
attempt to direct behavior away from individual greed-
iness and toward global efficiency. Greedy individu-
alist strategies perform poorly in group situations in
which resource competition is inevitable and not cor-
rectly managed, since resource competition grows with
the size of the group (Matarid 1994b). Our work has fo-
cused on tasks and solutions in which the agents cannot
specialize, and instead must find means of optimizing
their activity within the same task by developing social
rules.

We addressed the problem learning of social rules by
each of the individuals during their lifetime and within
the context of a task, in this case foraging. In partic-
ular, we focused on learning yielding and broadcast-
i-rig. Yielding eliminates spatial conflicts by imposing
a temporal ordering on the agents’ actions. Broadcast-
ing spreads information from one to all other nearby
agents. Together they serve to decrease interference
and increase efficiency of the group.

The on-line learning process depended on the agents
receiving sufficient information from the environment
in order to distinguish productive and efficient behav-
iors, which would be positively reinforced, from unpro-
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Figure 1: A typical enviromnent state during the
course of a learning experiment. Each robot is a
wheeled base equipped with a fork, contact and infra-
red sensors, as well as radios for communication and
positioning. The pucks are the food whose location the
robots communicate to each other.

ductive, interfering ones, which would be negatively re-
inforced. Over time, the agents would learn the most
efficient behavior for ally social situation. We tested
three types of reinforcement:

1. iT~dividual internally-motivated reinforcement based
purely oil the feedback the agent received directly,

2. observalio~al externally-motivated reinforcement
based oil what the agents observed from other
agents,

3. communicaled message-motivated reinforcement
based on what information was communicated by
other agents involved in similar behaviors.

We postulated that all three forms of reinforcement
were needed in order to learn social rules. To test
this hypothesis, we designed a collection of experi-
meuts on mobile robots engaged in a foraging task
within a confined space (see Figure 1). The experi-
ments tested the feasibility and effectiveness of learn-
ing: 1) to yield when encountering another robot car-
rying a puck, and 2) to broadcast the location of any
found pucks ("food").

Tile two learning tasks were attempted with differ-
ent combinations of the three types of reinforcement
described above. The results of the experiments, de-
scribed in detail in Matarid (1994b) showed that all
three types of reinforcement, including communica-
tion, were needed in order for tile group to learn the
two social behaviors in our foraging domain.

As predicted, performing certain social behaviors
under particular conditions was difficult to learn, ttow-
ever, we found that broadcast communication was rela-
tively easily learned compared to yielding and its dual,
proceeding. Learning to broadcast was achieved by
having the robot attempt, and compare the conse-
quences of two different comnmnication options. In

each situation, the robot would either communicate its
state (for example "found a puck at location (x,y)’),
or not communicate at all. We did not test the option
of false communications, i.e. of agents lying to each
other. This does not mean, however, that all conmm-
nicated information is necessarily "true." When a puck
location is communicated, it may be incorrect due to
errors in sensing on the part of the senders, as well
as possible transmission errors. Furthermore, by the
time a receiver reaches the advertised puck area, the
puck may have already been taken by another robot.
Finally, robots engaged in avoidance may move a puck
arbitrarily far from its original announced location. All
of these conditions occur with sufficient frequency that
we cannot model inter robot communication as com-
pletely accurate and reliable.

However, our environment was set up so that the op-
timal foraging strategy depended on all of the robots
cooperating through communication, in order to re-
ceive maximum reward. Consequently, after sufficient
trials, the robots learned to communicate the location
of the found pucks. They also learned the complemen-
tary behavior of’listening" and paying attention to the
broadcast information. Whenever any robot pursued
an advertised puck location and found a puck there, it
would receive internal reinforcement and quickly learn
the association.

As noted, our society of robots was homogeneous
and did not consist of agents that cheated or defected.
However, the extension to such societies is simple as
long as the robots are assigned identities and given
the ability to recognize each other. The later can be
achieved through communication as well and need not
involve complex physical sensing such as vision. In
such heterogeneous scenarios, the robots would learn to
associate the identities of particular robots with their
past behavior. The resulting social rules they learned
would be more specific and thus more similar to some
game-theoretic results in which the agents’ strategies
are determined by long-range interactions(Gasser
Huhns 1989, l~osenschein & Genesereth 1985, Axelrod
1984).

Cooperative Box-Pushing

Our second experimental environment involved a
tightly-coupled cooperative task in which two six-
legged robots would push a large box to the goal, indi-
cated with a light. The robots we used were equipped
with limited sensing, consisting of two whiskers and
five pyroelectric sensors for determining the direction
of the light, and simple effectors consisting of the 6
legs, the front two used both for walking and pushing
the box.
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Figure 2: Tile box-pushing experimental environment.
The lights indicate the location of tile goal region. The
box to be pushed is long enough to require force oll
both sides. It is also not so high as to obscure tile
input into the light sensors on tile robots.

The robots could sense contact with the box but
could not determine tile exact global orientation of the
box relative to the goal. Thus they could not inde-
pendently decide how to move the box without using
a slow strategy of frequently walking around the en-
tire box. Furthermore, the robots were small enough
relative to the box that they could not push it alone
without requiring constant correction of course. Thus,
the sensory and effector resources were distributed over
the two robots, and careful coordination was required
in order to effectively achieve tile task.

We employed a simple coxnmunication and coordi-
nation strategy to achieve cooperation at three levels:
sensing, action, and control (Matarid, Nilsson & Sim-
sarian 1995). In order to guarantee coordination of
both communication and action, we imposed a turn
taking protocol: only one robot moved and commu-
nicated at a time. The commuification consisted of
the robot sending its pyroelectric sensory data, i.e. its
own local view of the goal. At each time-step, a robot
would either merely communicate or listen and move.

The algorithm, shown below, resulted in robust
box pushing which outperformed the single-robot al-
ternative as well as strategies involving two non-
communicating robots. Tlle exact results are given
in Matarid et al. (1995). Typical performance is il-
lustrated in Figure 3. Communicating the sensory in-
formation effectively pooled the sensory resources of
the two robots, so each time a robot took an action it
had all of the available updated sensory data at its dis-
posal. The turn-taking assured that the sensory data
was updated when received; if both robots moved si-
nmltaneously, the received data could be incorrect if
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Figure 3: In this case the robots were synchronized
and communicating, and were successful, in all cases,
in pushing the box toward the goal by cooperatively
performing the turning and walking behaviors. The
average number of steps to reach the goal was 6.

one of the robots moved after broadcasting it.

Whenever "my-turn" message is received:
get own sensory data s
get other-robot’s sensory data o
combine s and o into current joint state j
use j to select the best next action a from A
use a to select the best message m from A
send m
perform a
perform correcting
send "your-turn" message

Whenever an action-message m is received:
perform rn
perform correcting

The box-pushing experiments served as a demon-
stration of the effectiveness of simple communication in
resource sharing. Communicating sensory information,
in conjunction with turn-taking, allowed the robots to
effectively push the box to the goal without interfering
with each others actions. This scenario also served as
an effective substrate, for adding a learning algorithm,
described in the next section.

Learning to Communicate in

Cooperative Box-Pushing

The next set of experiments was an extension of the
box-pushing scenario. In those, the robots were given
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a set of basic behaviors, including pushing, turning,
correcting, and stopping. Their goal was to learn how
to move and what to communicate to the other robot,
ill order to push the box effectively to the goal.

Tile learning scenario differed from tile hard-wired
box-pushing scenario described in the previous section
ill that both robots could move in parallel. In both
cases, however, one of the robots had control of the
turn. In the learning scenario the robots used coin-
lnunication for two purposes: 1) to share sensory in-
formation, and 2) to tell each other what action to
take. The goal of tile learning system was to have
both robots learn, in parallel, what to tell each other
in each situation.

The job of the learning algorithm is to find the best
strategy for concurrent actions for the two robots in or-
der to move the box toward the goal. From the robot’s
view-point, the goal of the learning is to find the best
action for itself and its partner. For example, turning
the box to the left can be achieved by having the left
robot stop and the right robot turn left. It can also be
achieved more slowly by having the left robot turn left
and the right robot keep walking.

Tile robots take turns in acting. At each turn, they
select my-action, an action to perform themselves,
and its-action, an action to communicate to the other
robot to perform. The two robots perform concur-
rently for a fixed time period (in our case 11 seconds,
an empirically-derived duration based on the robot’s
velocity). At the completion of the action, a reactive
behavior is executed that realigns each of the robots
with the box so that both of the whiskers are touch-
ing tile box, i.e. so that they are perpendicular to it.
This realignment is critical in order for the robots to
perceive the orientation of the box relative to the light,
and use the information obtained from the pyro sensors
to compute the new state. The turn-taking protocol,
constituting the basis of the control system for each of
tile robots, is shown below.

At each step, the new state is compared to the old,
pre-move state, and the difference is used to compute
reinforcement. The reinforcement depends on the side
of the box a robot is on, since the ultimate goal is the
keep the maximal light intensity on the right of the left
robot’s pyro array, and on the left, for the right robot’s
pyro array, thus centering the box relative to the light
source.

Whenever "my-turn" message is received:
get own sensory data S1
get other-robot’s sensory data O
combine S and O into current joint state G
use G to select the optimal box action B
use B to select my optimal action A
combine B and A to select msg-action M to send
send M
perform A
align perpendicular to box
get own sensory data $2
use S1 and $2 to calculate reinforcement R1
get other-robot’s calculated reinforcement R2
use/~1 and R2 to update the robot-action matrix
send "your-turn" message

Whenever an action-message il~/is received:
get own sensory data S1

perform M
align perpendicular to box
get own sensory data $2
use $I and $2 to calculate reinforcement R2
get other-robot’s calculated reinforcement/~1
use R1 and R2 to update the robot action matrix
send -R2

~,’Ve compared two different communication strate-
gies. The first strategy used the sensory information of
both robots to compute and update the reinforcement
of only the robot that initiated the turn, as follows:

Compute/~s based on new pyro state
Update and normalize the matrL’¢

The second strategy was "more cooperative" in that
the robots learned in parallel, computing and exchang-
ing reinforcement at each step, as follows:

Compute Rs based on the new pyro state
Get/~o from the other robot
Sum R~ and/~o received from the other robot
Update the matrix with the summed reinforcement
Transmit R~ to the other robot

The second strategy should learn faster than the
first, twice as fast in the ideal case. However, the
intricacies of real-world dynamics as well as the in-
evitable differences in sensor and effector characteris-
tics between the robots can slow down parallel learn-
ing. The goal of our experiments was to test the prac-
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Figure 4: This graph compares the learning perfor-
mance of two different reinforcement strategies. The
solid lille shows the non-shared strategy, while the
dashed line indicates reinforcement sharing. Both are
evaluated using the relaxed evaluation policy matrix.
Tile x-axis plots contiguous trials over a 22-minute
run. Tile y-axis plots the percentage of the learned
policy.

tical its viability. Our experiments showed the desired
and predicted performance. Tile strategy that shared
reinforcelnent values and updated the learning matrix
at each turn converged faster than the non-sharing
case, in both cases using simple communication to per-
form the information-sharing. Figure 4 compares the
performauce of the two reinforcement strategies. The
details of the described experiments can be found in
(Simsarian L." Matari6 1995).

Conclusions
This paper has briefly overviewed our experimental
work with cooperating, communicating robots. We
have demonstrated that simple eonmmnication strate-
gies can be used to minimize inter-agent interference
in social environments, to compensate for agents’ lim-
ited sensing, and for establishing careful coordination
between robots cooperating on a task.

In all cases we have described, the communication
strategies consisted of broadcasting simple messages.
As such, they incorporated directly into behavior-
based controllers, and allowed for generating robust co-
operative robot behaviors. The comnmnication could
be effectively wrapped into "sending" and "receiving"
or "talking" and "listening" behaviors, each of which
was getting inforination from a sensor (whether it be
pyroelectric or radio) and using it to perform actions
(whether it be pushing a box or updating a correlation
matrix in a learning scheine).

The simplicity of the communication protocols was,

in a sense, both sufficient and necessary in the de-
scribed domains. The simple messages and message-
passing strategies were all that was required for achiev-
ing even the careful coordination in the box-pushing
and learning tasks. Furthermore, any more complex
and time-extended protocols would have likely suffered
from the noise and errors inherent in physical embod-
ied systems.

W~e are currently exploring heterogeneous robot so-
cieties and studying how the described simple commu-
nication strategies scale with the increased complexity
of the agent societies and their goals.
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